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This singsong poem extends Eensy-Weensy's story beyond the drain pipe and through a spring day

of adventures. In a board book version perfect for little hands, this book can be enjoyed by a whole

new audience of babies and toddlers.
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My 2 1/2 year old daughter loves the Itsy-Bitsy Spider song, so when I first saw this book at our

local library I thought it would be a good book to read to her. I never thought that she would want it

read over and over and remember the "new" verse's of the song only after reading it 2 times!! When

I tried to return the book she cried and cried until I told her that we would get one of her own. When I

started to look around at stores I discovered that this was a very difficult book to find due to its

popularity. I was so thankful that I could find it on  that I purchased 4 copies of it! I have already

given them as gifts and received the most wonderful thank you notes from the parents of the

children. This book is wonderful for ages 1 and up and should be part of all kids libraries!!

This is a great book! If you know the Eensy Weensy spider song then just repeat the tune on each



of the subsequent pages and it tells a great story. You don't have to sing it, but my 2 1/2 year old

loves it when I do. The artwork is lively and very cute!

My daughter ADORES the song - she will ask for it repeatedly at all times of day - and she loves

books that illustrate a song, so I thought this would be a sure thing. Unfortunately, my 19m old can't

sit through more than a couple verses. It is super cute, the spider is adorable, the verses are great.

I'm hoping she will grow into it because I sure like it!

An easy-reading, fun pick. Mary Ann Hoberman adapts The Eensy-Weensy Spider, which takes the

classic rhyme and explores what happens to the spider after the spout incident. Nadine Bernard

Westcott's illustrations are hilarious.

What's there not to like about this book? Both of my kids love this book!!!! The song carries on with

different verses depending on the adventure or experience the spider encounters that day. I was

thrilled to bits to find this on  as my son really loved it when he was young and my daughter now

enjoys it so much too. You sing throughout the book, so having a pleasant singing voice is

recommended. Lol

This delightfully illustrated book contains a series of independent verses about the adventures of

little pink spider with a blue hat, as she marches in a parade, hugs a baby bug, swims with a frog,

buys new shoes, and such. The spider is SO DARN CUTE, it should cure any bug phobic. (If only

spiders were so cute in real life). This book is a tad long, perhaps a bit too long for the youngest

child. Each two-page spread contains a full verse. The first spread contains the traditional

eensy-weensy spider verse; each subsequent spread contains a variation of the traditional verse.

My favorite -- The eensy weensy spider fell down and scraped her knees. "Ouch!" cried the spider.

"I need some Band-Aids, please!" "How many?" asked her mama. "I only have a few." Said the

eensy-weensy spider, "Six of them will do."Overall, the book is delightful, a little longer & more

complex than the typical board book.

This book is one of my sons favorites. (17 months) The illustrations are great and the authors make

a cute little day-long adventure for the eensy weensy spider. The book is actually pretty long so it

works well for a bedtime story. I would also suggest "The Lady with the Alligator Purse" and "Miss

Mary Mack" by the same two authors. All three of these books are illustrated from a unique point of



view that I think children like because they get to see things from a semi-birds view rather than their

usual worms eye view.

Yes, a wonderful book. I purchased the board book used and discovered that at least one page,

with the evocative "...out for a walk... dry as chalk..." rhyme was missing. Not that unreasonable that

the thicker pages necessitated some cut-back, but here is your warning. And the used edition had

one page with ball point pen scribbles. So here I am buying TWO copies, (used), of the paperback

edition for my two sets of grandchildren. We love this book.
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